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This book presents the cyber culture of micro, macro,
cosmological, and virtual computing. The book shows how
these work to formulate, explain, and predict the current
processes and phenomena monitoring and controlling
technology in the physical and virtual space.The authors posit
a basic proposal to transform description of the function truth
table and structure adjacency matrix to a qubit vector that
focuses on memory-driven computing based on logic parallel
operations performance. The authors offer a metric for the
measurement of processes and phenomena in a cyberspace,
and also the architecture of logic associative computing for
decision-making and big data analysis.The book outlines an
innovative theory and practice of design, test, simulation, and
diagnosis of digital systems based on the use of a qubit
coverage-vector to describe the functional components and
structures. Authors provide a description of the technology for
SoC HDL-model diagnosis, based on Test Assertion Blocks
Activated Graph. Examples of cyber-physical systems for
digital monitoring and cloud management of social objects
and transport are proposed. A presented automaton model of
cosmological computing explains the cyclical and harmonious
evolution of matter-energy essence, and also a space-time
form of the Universe.
The functionality of modern structural, mechanical and
electrical or electronic systems depends on their ability to
perform under uncertain conditions. Consideration of
uncertainties and their effect on system behavior is an
essential and integral part of defining systems. In eleven
chapters, leading experts present an overview of the current
state of uncertainty modeling, analysis and design of large
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systems in four major areas: finite and boundary element
methods (common structural analysis techniques), fatigue,
stability analysis, and fault-tolerant systems. The content of
this book is unique; it describes exciting research
developments and challenges in emerging areas, and provide
a sophisticated toolbox for tackling uncertainty modeling in
real systems. Contents:Probabilistic Finite Element Analysis
of Large Structural Systems (S Mahadevan)Reliability
Evaluation of Structures Using Nonlinear SFEM (A Haldar & LW Gao)Finite Element Method for Stochastic Structures
Based on Inverse of Stiffness Matrix (I Elishakoff & Y-J
Ren)The Weighted Integral Method and the Variability
Response Function as Part of an SFEM Formulation (G
Deodatis & L Graham)Response of a Vibrating Structure to
Turbulent Wall Pressure: Fluid-Loaded Structure Modes
Series and Boundary Element Method (P J T Filippi & D
Mazzoni)Reliability-Based Structural Fatigue Damage
Evaluation and Maintenance Using Non-Destructive
Inspections (Z-W Zhao & A Haldar)Uncertainty Modeling in
Structural Stability (B W Yeigh & M Shinozuka)Global Stability
Analysis of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems (R Valèry
Roy)Dynamic Random Snap-Buckling of Composite Shallow
Shells (R Heuer et al.)Buckling Analysis and Design of
Imperfection-Sensitive Structures (G V Palassopoulos)Basic
Concepts of Fault-Tolerant Computing Design (C Aktouf et
al.) Readership: Researchers in systems & knowledge
engineering/artificial intelligence, civil, mechanical &
electronic engineering, applied physics, applied mathematics,
numerical and computing methods. keywords: “This book is a
coherent compendium written by leading experts, and offers
the reader a sampling of exciting research developments in
these areas. It is designed for readers who are familiar with
the fundamentals and wish to study a particular topic or use
the book as an authoritative reference.” Mathematical
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Reviews
"System level testing is becoming increasingly important. It is
driven by the incessant march of complexity ... which is
forcing us to renew our thinking on the processes and
procedures that we apply to test and diagnosis of systems. In
fact, the complexity defines the system itself which, for our
purposes, is ¿any aggregation of related elements that
together form an entity of sufficient complexity for which it is
impractical to treat all of the elements at the lowest level of
detail . System approaches embody the partitioning of
problems into smaller inter-related subsystems that will be
solved together. Thus, words like hierarchical, dependence,
inference, model, and partitioning are frequent throughout this
text. Each of the authors deals with the complexity issue in a
similar fashion, but the real value in a collected work such as
this is in the subtle differences that may lead to synthesized
approaches that allow even more progress. The works
included in this volume are an outgrowth of the 2nd
International Workshop on System Test and Diagnosis held in
Alexandria, Virginia in April 1998. The first such workshop
was held in Freiburg, Germany, six years earlier. In the
current workshop nearly 50 experts from around the world
struggled over issues concerning the subject... In this volume,
a select group of workshop participants was invited to provide
a chapter that expanded their workshop presentations and
incorporated their workshop interactions... While we have
attempted to present the work as one volume and requested
some revision to the work, the content of the individual
chapters was not edited significantly. Consequently, you will
see different approaches to solving the same problems and
occasional disagreement between authors as to definitions or
the importance of factors. ... The works collected in this
volume represent the state-of-the-art in system test and
diagnosis, and the authors are at the leading edge of that
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science...”. From the Preface
?????????????????(???)
Timing, memory, power dissipation, testing, and testability are
all crucial elements of VLSI circuit design. In this volume
culled from the popular VLSI Handbook, experts from around
the world provide in-depth discussions on these and related
topics. Stacked gate, embedded, and flash memory all
receive detailed treatment, including their power cons
In two editions spanning more than a decade, The Electrical
Engineering Handbook stands as the definitive reference to
the multidisciplinary field of electrical engineering. Our
knowledge continues to grow, and so does the Handbook.
For the third edition, it has expanded into a set of six books
carefully focused on a specialized area or field of study. Each
book represents a concise yet definitive collection of key
concepts, models, and equations in its respective domain,
thoughtfully gathered for convenient access. Computers,
Software Engineering, and Digital Devices examines digital
and logical devices, displays, testing, software, and
computers, presenting the fundamental concepts needed to
ensure a thorough understanding of each field. It treats the
emerging fields of programmable logic, hardware description
languages, and parallel computing in detail. Each article
includes defining terms, references, and sources of further
information. Encompassing the work of the world's foremost
experts in their respective specialties, Computers, Software
Engineering, and Digital Devices features the latest
developments, the broadest scope of coverage, and new
material on secure electronic commerce and parallel
computing.
This book is concerned with electrostructural systems,
particularly the interaction between the control of the
structural and electrical (electronic) components. Structronics
is a new emerging area with many potential applications in
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the design of high-performance structures, adaptive
structures, high-precision systems, and micro-systems. As
structures are increasingly being controlled by electronics, the
problems of structural engineering can be separated less and
less from those of electronic engineering and control
engineering. This graduate-level book fills a gap in the
literature by considering these problems while giving an
overview of the current state of analysis, modelling and
control for structronic systems. It is a coherent compendium
written by leading experts in this new research area and gives
readers a sophisticated toolbox that will allow them to tackle
the modelling and control of smart structures. The inclusion of
an extensive, up-to-date bibliography and index makes this
volume an invaluable standard for professional reference.
Because of the large number of contributions to the present
volume, it has been subdivided into two parts, of which this is
Part I. This book will be of interest to engineers, materials
scientists, physicists and applied mathematicians. The
synergistic integration of active (smart) materials, structures,
sensors, actuators, and control electronics has redefined the
concept of structures from a conventional passive elastic
system to an active (life-like) structronic (structure +
electronic) system with inherent self-sensing, diagnosis, and
control capabilities. Because of its multi-disciplinary nature,
the development of structronic systems has attracted
researchers and scientists from many disciplines, such as
structures, materials, control, electronics, mathematics,
manufacturing, electromechanics, and mechanics. In practical
applications, this new structronic system can be used as a
component of high-performance machines or structural
systems, or be an integrated structure itself performing
designated function(s). Most common active (smart)
materials, such as piezoelectrics, shape-memory alloys,
electro- and magneto-strictive materials, and polyelectrolyte
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gels have been reviewed in Part I. Application examples are
also provided and research issues reported on. While the first
part focuses primarily on materials and structures, Part II
emphasizes control applications and intelligent systems. With
the information provided in this two-volume book, scientists
and researchers can easily grasp the state of the art of smart
materials and structronic systems, and are ready to pursue
their own research and development endeavors.
Contents:Part I: Materials and StructuresThe Piezoelectric
Vibration Absorber Systems (J Holkamp & T Starchville,
Jr.)Self-Sensing Control Applied to Smart Material Systems
(E Garcia & L D Jones)An Introduction to Active Constrained
Layer Damping Treatments (S Shen)Static and Dynamic
Behavior of Adaptive Wings Carrying Externally Mounted
Stores (L Librescu & O Song)Adaptive Design and Active
Composite Material Systems (J Tani & J-H
Qiu)Microelectromechanics and Functionality of Segmented
Cylindrical Transducers (H-S Tzou et al.)Thermomechanical
Modeling of Shape Memory Alloys and Composites (D
Lagoudas et al.)Active-Passive Hybrid Structural Vibration
Controls Via Piezoelectrical Networks (K-W Wang & S
Kahn)On-Line Structural Damage Detection (H Shen)On
Material Degradation and Failure of Piezoelectric Ceramics
(H Sosa)Part II: Systems and ControlNear-Minimum-Time
Slewing and Vibration Control of Smart Structures(Y Kim et
al.)Active Polyelectrolyte Gels as Electrically Controllable
Artificial Muscles and Intelligent Network Structures(M
Shahinpoor)Active Dynamic Absorbers — Theory and
Application(S Tewani et al.)Active Vibration Sink for Flexible
Structures(C-S Chou)Distributed Modal-Space Control and
Estimation with Electroelastic Applications(H Öz)Markov
Parameters in System Identification: Old and New
Concepts(M Q Phan et al.)Effect of System Non-Linearities
on the Modified Model Reference Adaptive Control Scheme(H
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M Sardar & M Ahmadian)Extending Teach-Repeat to
Nonholonomic Robots(S B Skaar & J-D Yoder)Dynamic
Analysis and Active Vibration Control of Chain Drive
Systems(C-A Tan et al.)Basic Concepts of Fault-Tolerant
Computing Design(C Aktouf et al.) Readership: Applied
mathematicians, applied physicists and mechanical
engineers. Keywords:Structronic Systems;Smart
Structures;Devices;Systems;Materials;ControlReviews: “…
Professors Guran and Tzou coined the word Structronics in
the early 1990s as a new discipline describing the synergetic
integration of active materials, structures, sensors, actuators,
and control electronics. The present two-volume set is the
first comprehensive book ever published on this newly
emerging area of engineering. I believe anyone who would
like to know what modern science and technology can offer
for the design of better structures can learn a great deal from
this book. Students and educators can use it as supplemental
reading in an intermediate or advanced course on
Structronics, or to gain a broader knowledge of systems
thinking, model materials, and structural systems. Practicing
engineers wishing to consolidate their knowledge in smart
technology will also find this book an invaluable reference.”
Dr Bernd Schaefer Director Institute of Robotics and
Mechatronics, Wessling, Germany
This book constitutes the refereed post-proceedings of the
third Asian Simulation Conference, AsiaSim 2004, held in
Jeju Island, Korea in October 2004. The 78 revised full
papers presented together with 2 invited keynote papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 178 submissions; after
the conference, the papers went through another round of
revision. The papers are organized in topical sections on
modeling and simulation methodology, manufacturing,
aerospace simulation, military simulation, medical simulation,
general applications, network simulation and modeling, ePage 7/27
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business simulation, numerical simulation, traffic simulation,
transportation, virtual reality, engineering applications, and
DEVS modeling and simulation.

This updated printing of the leading text and
reference in digital systems testing and testable
design provides comprehensive, state-of-the-art
coverage of the field. Included are extensive
discussions of test generation, fault modeling for
classic and new technologies, simulation, fault
simulation, design for testability, built-in self-test, and
diagnosis. Complete with numerous problems, this
book is a must-have for test engineers, ASIC and
system designers, and CAD developers, and
advanced engineering students will find this book an
invaluable tool to keep current with recent changes
in the field.
This textbook provides a comprehensive and
detailed treatment of digital systems testing and
testable design. It covers thoroughly both the
fundamental concepts and the latest advances in
this rapidly changing field, and presents only
theoretical material that supports practical
applications. Successfully used worldwide, this book
is an invaluable tool for test engineers, ASIC and
system designers, and CAD developers.
A pragmatic approach to testing electronic systems
As we move ahead in the electronic age, rapid
changes in technology pose an ever-increasing
number of challenges in testing electronic products.
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Many practicing engineers are involved in this arena,
but few have a chance to study the field in a
systematic way-learning takes place on the job. By
covering the fundamental disciplines in detail,
Principles of Testing Electronic Systems provides
design engineers with the much-needed knowledge
base. Divided into five major parts, this highly useful
reference relates design and tests to the
development of reliable electronic products; shows
the main vehicles for design verification; examines
designs that facilitate testing; and investigates how
testing is applied to random logic, memories,
FPGAs, and microprocessors. Finally, the last part
offers coverage of advanced test solutions for
today's very deep submicron designs. The authors
take a phenomenological approach to the subject
matter while providing readers with plenty of
opportunities to explore the foundation in detail.
Special features include: * An explanation of where a
test belongs in the design flow * Detailed discussion
of scan-path and ordering of scan-chains * BIST
solutions for embedded logic and memory blocks *
Test methodologies for FPGAs * A chapter on
testing system on a chip * Numerous references
This Textbook Provides A Comprehensive And
Detailed Treatment Of Digital Systems Testing And
Testable Design. It Covers Thoroughly Both The
Fundamental Concepts And The Latest Advances In
This Rapidly Changing Field, And Presents Only
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Theoretical Material That Supports Practical
Applications. Successfully Used Worldwide, This
Book Is An Invaluable Tool For Test Engineers, Asic
And System Designers, And Cad Developers.
References . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 9
QUADRATIC 0-1 PROGRAMMING 8S 9. 1 Energy
Minimization 86 9. 2 Notation and Tenninology . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . 87 9. 3 Minimization Technique . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 9. 4 An Example . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . 92 9. 5 Accelerated Energy
Minimization. . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 9. 5. 1 Transitive
Oosure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 9. 5. 2 Additional
Pairwise Relationships 96 9. 5. 3 Path Sensitization .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 9. 6 Experimental Results 98
9. 7 Summary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
References . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
10 TRANSITIVE CLOSURE AND TESTING 103 10.
1 Background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104 10.
2 Transitive Oosure Definition 105 10. 3 Implication
Graphs 106 10. 4 A Test Generation Algorithm 107
10. 5 Identifying Necessary Assignments 112 10. 5.
1 Implicit Implication and Justification 113 10. 5. 2
Transitive Oosure Does More Than Implication and
Justification 115 10. 5. 3 Implicit Sensitization of
Dominators 116 10. 5. 4 Redundancy Identification
117 10. 6 Summary 119 References . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119 11 POLYNOMIAL-TIME
TESTABILITY 123 11. 1 Background 124 11. 1. 1
Fujiwara's Result 125 11. 1. 2 Contribution of the
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Present Work . . . . . . . . . 126 11. 2 Notation and
Tenninology 127 11. 3 A Polynomial TlDle Algorithm
128 11. 3. 1 Primary Output Fault 129 11. 3. 2
Arbitrary Single Fault 135 11. 3. 3 Multiple Faults. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 11. 4 Summary. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139 References . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139 ix 12 SPECIAL CASES OF
HARD PROBLEMS 141 12. 1 Problem Statement
142 12. 2 Logic Simulation 143 12. 3 Logic Circuit
Modeling . 146 12. 3. 1 Modelfor a Boolean Gate . . .
. . . . . . . . . . 147 12. 3. 2 Circuit Modeling 148 12.
"Introduces a theory of random testing in digital
circuits for the first time and offers practical guidance
for the implementation of random pattern generators,
signature analyzers design for random testability,
and testing results. Contains several new and
unpublished results. "
This book is about digital system testing and testable
design. The concepts of testing and testability are
treated together with digital design practices and
methodologies. The book uses Verilog models and
testbenches for implementing and explaining fault
simulation and test generation algorithms. Extensive
use of Verilog and Verilog PLI for test applications is
what distinguishes this book from other test and
testability books. Verilog eliminates ambiguities in
test algorithms and BIST and DFT hardware
architectures, and it clearly describes the
architecture of the testability hardware and its test
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sessions. Describing many of the on-chip
decompression algorithms in Verilog helps to
evaluate these algorithms in terms of hardware
overhead and timing, and thus feasibility of using
them for System-on-Chip designs. Extensive use of
testbenches and testbench development techniques
is another unique feature of this book. Using PLI in
developing testbenches and virtual testers provides
a powerful programming tool, interfaced with
hardware described in Verilog. This mixed
hardware/software environment facilitates
description of complex test programs and test
strategies.
Written for advanced study in digital systems design,
Roth/John’s DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN USING
VHDL, 3E integrates the use of the industry-standard
hardware description language, VHDL, into the
digital design process. The book begins with a
valuable review of basic logic design concepts
before introducing the fundamentals of VHDL. The
book concludes with detailed coverage of advanced
VHDL topics. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
In the past few years, reliable hardware system design
has become increasingly important in the computer
industry. Digital Circuit Testing and Testability is an easy
to use introduction to the practices and techniques in this
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field.Parag K. Lala writes in a user-friendly and tutorial
style, making the book easy to read, even for the
newcomer to fault-tolerant system design. Each
informative chapter is self-contained, with little or no
previous knowledge of a topic assumed. Extensive
references follow each chapter, making further research
in a particular area readily available. Each chapter
covers a different aspect or technological component of
fault-tolerant system design, and this book is an
excellent compilation of up-to-date information in an area
where such a book is needed.
Describes means to assess the accuracy of the design
and the testability of a digital electronic system.
Test functions (fault detection, diagnosis, error
correction, repair, etc.) that are applied concurrently
while the system continues its intended function are
defined as on-line testing. In its expanded scope, on-line
testing includes the design of concurrent error checking
subsystems that can be themselves self-checking, failsafe systems that continue to function correctly even
after an error occurs, reliability monitoring, and self-test
and fault-tolerant designs. On-Line Testing for VLSI
contains a selected set of articles that discuss many of
the modern aspects of on-line testing as faced today.
The contributions are largely derived from recent IEEE
International On-Line Testing Workshops. Guest editors
Michael Nicolaidis, Yervant Zorian and Dhiraj Pradhan
organized the articles into six chapters. In the first
chapter the editors introduce a large number of
approaches with an expanded bibliography in which
some references date back to the sixties. On-Line
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Testing for VLSI is an edited volume of original research
comprising invited contributions by leading researchers.
As electronic technology reaches the point where
complex systems can be integrated on a single chip, and
higher degrees of performance can be achieved at lower
costs, designers must devise new ways to undertake the
laborious task of coping with the numerous, and nontrivial, problems that arise during the conception of such
systems. On the other hand, shorter design cycles (so
that electronic products can fit into shrinking market
windows) put companies, and consequently designers,
under pressure in a race to obtain reliable products in the
minimum period of time. New methodologies, supported
by automation and abstraction, have appeared which
have been crucial in making it possible for system
designers to take over the traditional electronic design
process and embedded systems is one of the fields that
these methodologies are mainly targeting. The inherent
complexity of these systems, with hardware and software
components that usually execute concurrently, and the
very tight cost and performance constraints, make them
specially suitable to introduce higher levels of abstraction
and automation, so as to allow the designer to better
tackle the many problems that appear during their
design. Advanced Techniques for Embedded Systems
Design and Test is a comprehensive book presenting
recent developments in methodologies and tools for the
specification, synthesis, verification, and test of
embedded systems, characterized by the use of highlevel languages as a road to productivity. Each specific
part of the design process, from specification through to
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test, is looked at with a constant emphasis on behavioral
methodologies. Advanced Techniques for Embedded
Systems Design and Test is essential reading for all
researchers in the design and test communities as well
as system designers and CAD tools developers.
Over the years, the fundamentals of VLSI technology
have evolved to include a wide range of topics and a
broad range of practices. To encompass such a vast
amount of knowledge, The VLSI Handbook focuses on
the key concepts, models, and equations that enable the
electrical engineer to analyze, design, and predict the
behavior of very large-scale integrated circuits. It
provides the most up-to-date information on IC
technology you can find. Using frequent examples, the
Handbook stresses the fundamental theory behind
professional applications. Focusing not only on the
traditional design methods, it contains all relevant
sources of information and tools to assist you in
performing your job. This includes software, databases,
standards, seminars, conferences and more. The VLSI
Handbook answers all your needs in one comprehensive
volume at a level that will enlighten and refresh the
knowledge of experienced engineers and educate the
novice. This one-source reference keeps you current on
new techniques and procedures and serves as a review
for standard practice. It will be your first choice when
looking for a solution.
Systems' Verification Validation and Testing (VVT) are
carried out throughout systems' lifetimes. Notably, qualitycost expended on performing VVT activities and
correcting system defects consumes about half of the
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overall engineering cost. Verification, Validation and
Testing of Engineered Systems provides a
comprehensive compendium of VVT activities and
corresponding VVT methods for implementation
throughout the entire lifecycle of an engineered system.
In addition, the book strives to alleviate the fundamental
testing conundrum, namely: What should be tested?
How should one test? When should one test? And, when
should one stop testing? In other words, how should one
select a VVT strategy and how it be optimized? The book
is organized in three parts: The first part provides
introductory material about systems and VVT concepts.
This part presents a comprehensive explanation of the
role of VVT in the process of engineered systems
(Chapter-1). The second part describes 40 systems'
development VVT activities (Chapter-2) and 27 systems'
post-development activities (Chapter-3). Corresponding
to these activities, this part also describes 17 non-testing
systems' VVT methods (Chapter-4) and 33 testing
systems' methods (Chapter-5). The third part of the book
describes ways to model systems’ quality cost, time and
risk (Chapter-6), as well as ways to acquire quality data
and optimize the VVT strategy in the face of funding,
time and other resource limitations as well as different
business objectives (Chapter-7). Finally, this part
describes the methodology used to validate the quality
model along with a case study describing a system’s
quality improvements (Chapter-8). Fundamentally, this
book is written with two categories of audience in mind.
The first category is composed of VVT practitioners,
including Systems, Test, Production and Maintenance
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engineers as well as first and second line managers. The
second category is composed of students and faculties
of Systems, Electrical, Aerospace, Mechanical and
Industrial Engineering schools. This book may be fully
covered in two to three graduate level semesters;
although parts of the book may be covered in one
semester. University instructors will most likely use the
book to provide engineering students with knowledge
about VVT, as well as to give students an introduction to
formal modeling and optimization of VVT strategy.
When I attended college we studied vacuum tubes in our
junior year. At that time an average radio had ?ve
vacuum tubes and better ones even seven. Then
transistors appeared in 1960s. A good radio was judged
to be one with more thententransistors.
Latergoodradioshad15–20transistors and after that
everyone stopped counting transistors. Today modern
processors runing personal computers have over
10milliontransistorsandmoremillionswillbeaddedevery
year. The difference between 20 and 20M is in
complexity, methodology and business models. Designs
with 20 tr- sistors are easily generated by design
engineers without any tools, whilst designs with 20M
transistors can not be done by humans in reasonable
time without the help of Prof. Dr. Gajski demonstrates
the Y-chart automation. This difference in complexity
introduced a paradigm shift which required sophisticated
methods and tools, and introduced design automation
into design practice. By the decomposition of the design
process into many tasks and abstraction levels the
methodology of designing chips or systems has also
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evolved. Similarly, the business model has changed from
vertical integration, in which one company did all the
tasks from product speci?cation to manufacturing, to
globally distributed, client server production in which
most of the design and manufacturing tasks are
outsourced.
Digital Systems Testing and Testable Design
Based on the needs of the educational community, and
the software professional, this book takes a unique
approach to teaching software testing. It introduces
testing concepts that are managerial, technical, and
process oriented, using the Testing Maturity Model
(TMM) as a guiding framework. The TMM levels and
goals support a structured presentation of fundamental
and advanced test-related concepts to the reader. In this
context, the interrelationships between theoretical,
technical, and managerial concepts become more
apparent. In addition, relationships between the testing
process, maturity goals, and such key players as
managers, testers and client groups are introduced.
Topics and features: - Process/engineering-oriented text
- Promotes the growth and value of software testing as a
profession - Introduces both technical and managerial
aspects of testing in a clear and precise style - Uses the
TMM framework to introduce testing concepts in a
systemmatic, evolutionary way to faciliate understanding
- Describes the role of testing tools and measurements,
and how to integrate them into the testing process
Graduate students and industry professionals will benefit
from the book, which is designed for a graduate course
in software testing, software quality assurance, or
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software validation and verification Moreover, the
number of universities with graduate courses that cover
this material will grow, given the evoluation in software
development as an engineering discipline and the
creation of degree programs in software engineering.
Modern electronics testing has a legacy of more than 40
years. The introduction of new technologies, especially
nanometer technologies with 90nm or smaller geometry,
has allowed the semiconductor industry to keep pace
with the increased performance-capacity demands from
consumers. As a result, semiconductor test costs have
been growing steadily and typically amount to 40% of
today's overall product cost. This book is a
comprehensive guide to new VLSI Testing and Designfor-Testability techniques that will allow students,
researchers, DFT practitioners, and VLSI designers to
master quickly System-on-Chip Test architectures, for
test debug and diagnosis of digital, memory, and
analog/mixed-signal designs. Emphasizes VLSI Test
principles and Design for Testability architectures, with
numerous illustrations/examples. Most up-to-date
coverage available, including Fault Tolerance, LowPower Testing, Defect and Error Tolerance, Network-onChip (NOC) Testing, Software-Based Self-Testing,
FPGA Testing, MEMS Testing, and System-In-Package
(SIP) Testing, which are not yet available in any testing
book. Covers the entire spectrum of VLSI testing and
DFT architectures, from digital and analog, to memory
circuits, and fault diagnosis and self-repair from digital to
memory circuits. Discusses future nanotechnology test
trends and challenges facing the nanometer design era;
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promising nanotechnology test techniques, including
Quantum-Dots, Cellular Automata, Carbon-Nanotubes,
and Hybrid Semiconductor/Nanowire/Molecular
Computing. Practical problems at the end of each
chapter for students.
Test and Design-for-Testability in Mixed-Signal
Integrated Circuits deals with test and design for test of
analog and mixed-signal integrated circuits. Especially in
System-on-Chip (SoC), where different technologies are
intertwined (analog, digital, sensors, RF); test is
becoming a true bottleneck of present and future IC
projects. Linking design and test in these heterogeneous
systems will have a tremendous impact in terms of test
time, cost and proficiency. Although it is recognized as a
key issue for developing complex ICs, there is still a lack
of structured references presenting the major topics in
this area. The aim of this book is to present basic
concepts and new ideas in a manner understandable for
both professionals and students. Since this is an active
research field, a comprehensive state-of-the-art overview
is very valuable, introducing the main problems as well
as the ways of solution that seem promising,
emphasizing their basis, strengths and weaknesses. In
essence, several topics are presented in detail. First of
all, techniques for the efficient use of DSP-based test
and CAD test tools. Standardization is another topic
considered in the book, with focus on the IEEE 1149.4.
Also addressed in depth is the connecting design and
test by means of using high-level (behavioural)
description techniques, specific examples are given.
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defined classes of integrated blocks, like data converters
and phase-locked-loops. Besides these specificationdriven testing techniques, fault-driven approaches are
described as they offer potential solutions which are
more similar to digital test methods. Finally, in Design-forTestability and Built-In-Self-Test, two other concepts that
were taken from digital design, are introduced in an
analog context and illustrated for the case of integrated
filters. In summary, the purpose of this book is to provide
a glimpse on recent research results in the area of
testing mixed-signal integrated circuits, specifically in the
topics mentioned above. Much of the work reported
herein has been performed within cooperative European
Research Projects, in which the authors of the different
chapters have actively collaborated. It is a representative
snapshot of the current state-of-the-art in this emergent
field.
??????????????????,??????????????????????????????
??
This carefully edited book contains contributions of
prominent and active researchers and scholars in the
broadly perceived area of intelligent systems. The book
is unique both with respect to the width of coverage of
tools and techniques, and to the variety of problems that
could be solved by the tools and techniques presented.
The editors have been able to gather a very good
collection of relevant and original papers by prominent
representatives of many areas, relevant both to the
theory and practice of intelligent systems, artificial
intelligence, computational intelligence, soft computing,
and the like. The contributions have been divided into 7
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parts presenting first more fundamental and theoretical
contributions, and then applications in relevant areas.
New manufacturing technologies have made possible
the integration of entire systems on a single chip. This
new design paradigm, termed system-on-chip (SOC),
together with its associated manufacturing problems,
represents a real challenge for designers. SOC is also
reshaping approaches to test and validation activities.
These are beginning to migrate from the traditional
register-transfer or gate levels of abstraction to the
system level. Until now, test and validation have not
been supported by system-level design tools so
designers have lacked the infrastructure to exploit all the
benefits stemming from the adoption of the system level
of abstraction. Research efforts are already addressing
this issue. This monograph provides a state-of-the-art
overview of the current validation and test techniques by
covering all aspects of the subject including: modeling of
bugs and defects; stimulus generation for validation and
test purposes (including timing errors; design for
testability.
This book is a comprehensive guide to new DFT
methods that will show the readers how to design a
testable and quality product, drive down test cost,
improve product quality and yield, and speed up time-tomarket and time-to-volume. Most up-to-date coverage of
design for testability. Coverage of industry practices
commonly found in commercial DFT tools but not
discussed in other books. Numerous, practical examples
in each chapter illustrating basic VLSI test principles and
DFT architectures.
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This book is the second of two volumes addressing the
design challenges associated with new generations of
semiconductor technology. The various chapters are
compiled from tutorials presented at workshops in recent
years by prominent authors from all over the world.
Technology, productivity and quality are the main
aspects under consideration to establish the major
requirements for the design and test of upcoming
systems on a chip.
A current trend in digital design-the integration of the
MATLAB® components Simulink® and Stateflow® for model
building, simulations, system testing, and fault detectionallows for better control over the design flow process and,
ultimately, for better system results. Digital Integrated
Circuits: Design-for-Test Using Simulink® and Stateflow®
illustrates the construction of Simulink models for digital
project test benches in certain design-for-test fields. The first
two chapters of the book describe the major tools used for
design-for-test. The author explains the process of Simulink
model building, presents the main library blocks of Simulink,
and examines the development of finite-state machine
modeling using Stateflow diagrams. Subsequent chapters
provide examples of Simulink modeling and simulation for the
latest design-for-test fields, including combinational and
sequential circuits, controllability, and observability;
deterministic algorithms; digital circuit dynamics; timing
verification; built-in self-test (BIST) architecture; scan cell
operations; and functional and diagnostic testing. The book
also discusses the automatic test pattern generation (ATPG)
process, the logical determinant theory, and joint test action
group (JTAG) interface models. Digital Integrated Circuits
explores the possibilities of MATLAB's tools in the
development of application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
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design systems. The book shows how to incorporate Simulink
and Stateflow into the process of modern digital design.
Preface Testing Integrated Circuits for manufacturing defects
includes four basic disciplines. First of all an understanding of
the origin and behaviour of defects. Secondly, knowledge of
IC design and IC design styles. Thirdly, knowledge of how to
create a test program for an IC which is targeted on detecting
these defects, and finally, understanding of the hardware,
Automatic Test Equipment, to run the test on. All four items
have to be treated, managed, and to a great extent integrated
before the term 'IC quality' gets a certain meaning and a test
a certain measurable value. The contents of this book reflects
our activities on testability concepts for complex digital ICs as
performed at Philips Research Laboratories in Eindhoven,
The Netherlands. Based on the statements above, we have
worked along a long term plan, which was based on four
pillars. 1. The definition of a test methodology suitable for
'future' IC design styles, 2. capable of handling improved
defect models, 3. supported by software tools, and 4.
providing an easy link to Automatic Test Equipment. The
reasoning we have followed was continuously focused on IC
qUality. Quality expressed in terms of the ability of delivering
a customer a device with no residual manufacturing defects.
Bad devices should not escape a test. The basis of IC quality
is a thorough understanding of defects and defect models.
DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN USING VERILOG integrates
coverage of logic design principles, Verilog as a hardware
design language, and FPGA implementation to help electrical
and computer engineering students master the process of
designing and testing new hardware configurations. A Verilog
equivalent of authors Roth and John's previous successful
text using VHDL, this practical book presents Verilog
constructs side-by-side with hardware, encouraging students
to think in terms of desired hardware while writing
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synthesizable Verilog. Following a review of the basic
concepts of logic design, the authors introduce the basics of
Verilog using simple combinational circuit examples, followed
by models for simple sequential circuits. Subsequent chapters
ask readers to tackle more and more complex designs.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Hardware veri?cation is the process of checking whether a
design conforms to its speci?cations of functionality and
timing. In today’s design processes it becomes more and
more important. Very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits
and the resulting digital systems have conquered a place in
almost all areas of our life, even in security sensitive
applications. Complex digital systems control airplanes, have
been used in banks and on intensive-care units. Hence, the
demand for error-free designs is more important than ever. In
addition, economic reasons underline this demand as well.
The design and production process of present day VLSIcircuits is highly time- and cost-intensive. Mo- over, it is nearly
impossible to repair integrated circuits. Thus, it is desirable to
detect design errors early in the design process and not just
after producing the prototype chip. All these facts are
re?ected by developing and prod- tion statistics of present
day companies. For example, In?neon Technologies [118]
assumed that about 60% to 80% of the overall design time
was spent for veri?cation in 2000. Other sources cite the
3-to-1 head count ratio between veri?cation engineers and
logic designers. This shows that verifying logical correctness
of the design of hardware systems is a major gate to the
problem of time-to-market (cf. [113]). With the chip complexity
constantly increasing, the dif?culty as well as the - portance
of functional veri?cation of new product designs has been
increased. It is not only more important to get error-free
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designs.
In today’s digital design environment, engineers must
achieve quick turn-around time with ready accesses to circuit
synthesis and simulation applications. This type of
productivity relies on the principles and practices of computer
aided design (CAD). Digital Design: Basic Concepts and
Principles addresses the many challenging issues critical to
today’s digital design practices such as hazards and logic
minimization, finite-state-machine synthesis, cycles and
races, and testability theories while providing hands-on
experience using one of the industry’s most popular design
application, Xilinx Web PACKTM. The authors begin by
discussing conventional and unconventional number systems,
binary coding theories, and arithmetic as well as logic
functions and Boolean algebra. Building upon classic theories
of digital systems, the book illustrates the importance of logic
minimization using the Karnaugh map technique. It continues
by discussing implementation options and examining the pros
and cons of each method in addition to an assessment of
tradeoffs that often accompany design practices. The book
also covers testability, emphasizing that a good digital design
must be easy to verify and test with the lowest cost possible.
Throughout the text, the authors analyze combinational and
sequential logic elements and illustrate the designs of these
components in structural, hierarchical, and behavior VHDL
descriptions. Coveringfundamentals and best practices,
Digital Design: Basic Concepts and Principles provides you
with critical knowledge of how each digital component ties
together to form a system and develops the skills you need to
design and simulate these digital components using modern
CAD software.
????; ORACLE???????????; ???????; ????????????????;
??????, ????, ???????.
With the advance of semiconductors and ubiquitous
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computing, the use of system-on-a-chip (SoC) has become
an essential technique to reduce product cost. With this
progress and continuous reduction of feature sizes, and the
development of very large-scale integration (VLSI) circuits,
addressing the harder problems requires fundamental
understanding of circuit and layout design issues.
Furthermore, engineers can often develop their physical
intuition to estimate the behavior of circuits rapidly without
relying predominantly on computer-aided design (CAD) tools.
Introduction to VLSI Systems: A Logic, Circuit, and System
Perspective addresses the need for teaching such a topic in
terms of a logic, circuit, and system design perspective. To
achieve the above-mentioned goals, this classroom-tested
book focuses on: Implementing a digital system as a fullcustom integrated circuit Switch logic design and useful
paradigms that may apply to various static and dynamic logic
families The fabrication and layout designs of complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) VLSI Important issues of
modern CMOS processes, including deep submicron devices,
circuit optimization, interconnect modeling and optimization,
signal integrity, power integrity, clocking and timing, power
dissipation, and electrostatic discharge (ESD) Introduction to
VLSI Systems builds an understanding of integrated circuits
from the bottom up, paying much attention to logic circuit,
layout, and system designs. Armed with these tools, readers
can not only comprehensively understand the features and
limitations of modern VLSI technologies, but also have
enough background to adapt to this ever-changing field.
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